From the CGES Media Center:
Resources for Fiction and Non-Fiction Ebooks
Logins and Passwords for All Online Databases (always available on the Media Center webpage) includes databases purchased by MCPS, CGES & databases released by publishers in response to the
need for resources during distance learning.
Must be logged into MCPS Google account for link to work:
English Version
Spanish Version
Accessing Ebooks:
Capstone - has opened its entire digital library until June 30th (CGES has a smaller collection available
all the time linked on the Media Center Webpage). These ebooks are fiction and nonfiction at all levels.
For best results use the filters on the left to narrow down your book search.
Login: continue / Password: reading
TumbleBooks - ebooks for all grades both nonfiction and fiction. No password needed.
PebbleGo “Read More” Feature - this is another Capstone product enabled until June 30th.
When you are in the Pebble Go database and have a subject open, use the Read More tab where you
can access ebooks related to the topic.
Login: engaged / Password: learning
DE Streaming - access to all Weston Woods videos (which feature children’s books) and plenty of
non-fiction as well. Search Weston Woods, select videos and filter by grade.
Login: Sign in with Google button.
Resources through Montgomery County Public Libraries MCPL (a library card is needed for this,
you can sign-up for a digital MCPL library card ) Access to a wide variety of databases, emagazines,
ebooks and more including:
● BookFlix - pairs fiction and non-fiction ebooks
● Flipster Magazines - access online magazines at all levels. Some examples: Zoobooks,
Ranger Rick, Ladybug and Cobblestone.
● Tumble Math by the producers of TumbleBooks
Storyline Online (website) - popular books read by celebrities.
ALSO Destiny Discover - this is the database of all the books in our library, but it also features a catalog of
ebooks purchased by MCPS that can be checked-out once you are logged into your school account
(see SORA and directions on the Media Center webpage should you need them).
*Due to the large demand for ebooks many of these will be checked out, but you can put them on hold.
*Destiny Discover replaces the old Destiny and has recently been updated.

